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ore meal plan options available
►MEACAN RAMSAY
mramsayl@olivet.edu

ew meal plans and eating
locations will be available
to students next school
year. The new approach will fea
ture an additional purchasing sys
tem and more food options, giv
ing students more flexibility and
many options to choose from.
In addition to the current plan
options of 14 and 21 meals per
week plus the new eight-meal
option, block plans will be avail
able to provide more flexibility to
students. One block plan provides
135 meals per semester and the
second allows 160 meals per se
mester. This gives students more
options, while allowing other stu
dents to choose what they have
been used to.
The block plans will cover an
entire semester instead of just a
week at a time, but they will not
carry over to the next semester.
This eases students’ frustration
with paying for meals they are not
able to use over breaks.
One advantage block plans
offer is multiple usages for any
meal, meaning friends and family
can get a meal without any addi
tional charges.

N

ger Dollars and flex dollars will
be accepted, but a purchase will
not be deducted from meal plans.
A meal-equivalency location
called “Simply to go” will mimic
the current setup of the Tiger Den
and Red Room by offering pre
made food such as salads, sand
wiches and chips. Pickering was
optimistic about “Simply to go”
because he said it is an option that
students are used to and it will be
just as easy to use.
Last summer Olivet made the
decision to work with an outside
consultant regarding the meal
plans offered on campus. ONU
hired Comyn Fasano, a consul
tant
firm that works with food ser
GRAPHIC BY KATHERINE UFKIN
vices,
to evaluate meal plans and
Next year, students can choose a weekly or a semester-long meal plan.
catering on campus. Faculty, staff
Also new next year will be flex thinks the flex dollars are a great and students met with the com
“I love that other people get to
use my meals,” freshman Emelia dollars, and each plan will offer addition.
pany and participated in surveys
Leeney said. “If my friends run a different amount. Pickering ex
“I like that I can get $150 as to voice their opinions of the food
out or my family comes, they’ll plained that flex.dollars will work part of my meal plan to buy cof services. ONU took the suggesfcS
at any Sodexo location, including fee with instead of paying with tions provided by the firm to So
be able to eat.”
dexo and negotiations were made
David Pickering, director of Higher Grounds. They are differ Tiger Dollars,” she said.
business services, said that the ent than Tiger Dollars because
Flex dollars will be supported to meet the students’ requests.
they will be used strictly for meal by new eateries located on campus
“Every now and then it’s im
block plans address concerns.
“Students have said they want purchases on campus. He said that will offer even more choices portant to evaluate the services
more flexibility, want to be able flex dollars are all about flexibil for students. Pickering said the we provide,” Pickering said. “Stu
to bring friends and family to eat ity, giving students more dining Tiger Den will move from meal dents can easily choose to attend
and they don’t want to lose meals options than just the cafeteria; equivalency to a sub sandwich a different school, so we want to
over breaks. These are ways to plus, they carry over from the fall shop and the Red Room will turn make sure we are cutting edge in
into a “Chick-fil-A” style eateryj the food service and that we are
address that and let those who are to spring semester.
Freshman Katie Farris said she offering chicken sandwiches. Ti responding to student requests.”
happy keep what they want.”

Holcomb oamod now university chaplain
►CATHY SCHUTT
cschutt@olivet.edu

On March 17,2010, ONU Pres
ident John C. Bowling announced
the name of ONU’s new chaplain
during the morning chapel ser
vice. Assistant professor of Chris
tian education Mark Holcomb
had accepted the position.
Holcomb had been filling in as
platform host since former chap
lain Michael Benson accepted an
other position in October 2009.
Benson served as chaplain for
eight years before he accepted the
position of director of university
and church relations for the state
of Indiana, a position created by
Bowling and Brian Allen, vice
president for institutional ad
vancement.
Holcomb said he “thoroughly
enjoyed” filling in as platform
host, but he attributed most of the
work to the staff of the chaplain’s
office.
Holcomb spent 23 years in
youth ministry. He has been an
assistant professor in Olivet’s the
ology department for the past six
years and has been a resident di
rector for five. He has also served
on the global Nazarene Youth In
ternational Council since 1999.
Holcomb was elected president o f
the council at General Assembly
in the summer of 2009.
According to Woody Webb,
vice presdient for student devel
opment, six candidates applied

for the position of chaplain, and
Many students were not sur
two other candidates who did not prised at Holcomb’s appointment
formally apply were also consid as chaplain.
'thought Mark Holcomb was
ered. Holcomb was specifically
asked if he could be considered already the new chaplain when
for the position. Bowling and the they announced it in chapel,”
Administrative Team served as sophomore Allison Park said. “He
the hiring committee.
is a great man of God and I am
“The A-Team reviewed the excited to see what chapel will be
qualifications and experiences of like next semester!”
all the candidates and prayerfully
Holcomb said the experience is
considered our decision based on still a surreal one, but he is eager
who we believed would be the to see what God will do next.
best person for the assignment,’! H T look forward to the relational
Webb said.
ministry and mentoring aspect of
Webb’s part of the process in the position,” he said. “It’s going
cluded getting student feedback to involve developing spiritual
about the qualities they would leaders on our campus at a variety
like in the new chaplain. Webb of levels and places, and I’ll really
asked Jordan Bergren, vice pres like that. This isn’t a one-person
ent of spiritual life, to discuss it job; it will take all of us working
together to see this happen.”
with the spiritual life committee.
Holcomb’s new position took
The committee said they were
looking for a leader who is hum effect on April 1. He will be giv
ble, who has a heart for prayer ing up several of his other duties
and a strong devotional life, who at the end of the school year in
seeks after God’s heart, and who order to make room for his new
‘can relate well to college students. responsibilities as chaplain.
Holcomb is giving up his res
Bergren added that many students
were looking for a leader with an ident-director position in Olde
“evidently alive heart” that can Oak. He and his wife Terry are
building a condo in Limestone
spill over onto the campus.
Bowling said Holcomb was the and will be moving in at the end
natural choice for the position of of the semester. He will also be
university chaplain.
giving up his position with the
“Mark Holcomb’s entire min leadership development staff at
istry has been centered on young the Center for Student Success.
people, and he is recognized in This is Holcomb’s last year as
ternationally for his- gifts and program director of youth minis
passion for college students,” he try at ONU, and he will be teach
said.
ing only one class next fall.
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University President John C . Bowling announced that
Mark Holcomh will serve as university chaplain.

INDIA

VATICAN CITY
mjm Although Passion Week is usually a monumenW * tal and reverent time in the Eternal City, there was
much controversy surrounding the Catholic Church
this Easter. Recent allegations against priests re'■ garding pedophilia have sprung up across Europe
W * in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Ireland, Italy and
l |j f the Netherlands. Pope Benedict XVI plans to adj&BL dress the issue more directly this week after priests,
I according to tradition, renew vows of celibacy bet l i ! fore Easter.
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• India is about to begin a massive census proj
ect that will have everyone age 15 and older phoI tographed and fingerprinted to create a biometric
| national database. India currently has a population
of around 1.2 billion people. According to British
I Broadcasting Corporation, over the next year some
I 2.5 million census officials will visit households in
I more than 7,000 towns and 600,000 villages. The
census will be used for government purposes, as a
| means for private companies to identify markets,
! and will also attempt to gather information on the
| use of the Internet and the availability of drinking
| water and toilets in households.
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IRAN

ZIMBABWE

Iran’s top nuclear official has gone to Beijing to
discuss new U.N. sanctions against Iran regarding
nuclear production. Thus far, China has been the
most unwilling out of any major U.N. power to en
force tougher sanctions on Iran. Yet now it looks as
though even China has realized that talks thus far
with Iran on the issue have led nowhere and Beijing
may be willing to back new proposals. Last week it
was discovered that a leading Iranian nuclear scien
tist, reported missing last June, had relocated to the
United States and was helping the CIA in its efforts
to block Iran’s nuclear program.

' Zimbabwe’s first human-rights and electoral com< missions have been sworn in by President Robert
Mugabe. This marks a potential breakthrough in
the country’s history toward free elections. Mugabe
has been in power in Zimbabwe since 1980 and has
been president since 1987. In 2008, Mugabe’s party
lost in the national elections. However, he retained
power after his party used violence to force the op
position leader to step down*.
IW M W IH ilfH M

nt-organized fashion s
d and bin donati
►MELODY KENNELL
mkennell@olivet.edu

Good-looking guys and girls
strutted down the catwalk in flashy
suits and high fashion dresses on
Friday, March 26, as part of the
student-organized fashion show
fundraiser*|“Bright Lights. Big
Dreams. Big City.”
Four Olivet students organized
the show as a group project for
their public relations class. Soph
omores Jenny Anderson, Aubrey
Dee, Gretchen Oswalt and junior
Johny Jimenez partnered with the
Kankakee Community Resource
Center to raise funds for new
computers for the CRC’s afterschool program.
Dee estimates that there were
about 100 people in attendance,
and they raised almost $1,000.
The show featured clothing
from Sequels, Gap, Jimmy Holm
es Express, Cache and couture de
signer Steven Baclig. The clothes
were worn down the runway by
25 different models. The models
included a variety of Olivet stu
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dents as well as some staff, such
as Public Safety director Craig
Bishop, and some community
members.
Senior Jerremy Howell and
sophomore Kyle Lowry were the
emcees for the event.
As a part of their public rela
tions class, the group had to host
an event and get the media to cov
er it.. According to the professor,
Thalyta Swanepoel, they were not
given many guidelines except that
they had to create an event and
get the media to attend. They de
cided they wanted to do an event
to benefit the community.
According to Dee, the group
did not think their project would
be as big as it was, but as they
started recruiting friends to help
with the show,- it bloomed into
something much bigger than they
had imagined.
“With all our hard work it was
worth it,” Anderson said.
The PR group said the experi
ence was very rewarding and they
would like to thank everyone who
helped and attended the event.

About Us and
Letter Submission
ABOUT GLIMMERGLASS
The GlimmerGlas5 is the official news
paper o f the Associated Students
o f Olivet Nazarene University and a
member of the Illinois College Press
Association. The opinions expressed
in the GlimmerGlass are those of each
w riter and are not necessarily held by
the Associated Student Council, facul
ty, administration or students o f Olivet
Nazarene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass encourages read
ers to respond through letters to the
editor. For publication, letters must
be signed and sent to GlimmerGlass,
Box 6024. The editor reserves the right
to edit letters for content, style and
length. Publication is not guaranteed.
Further inquiries may be addressed by
calling the GlimmerGlass office at cam
pus extension 5315.

Students vote for change
►RACHEL KEARNEY
rkearney@olivet.edu

The Olivet student body voted
to restructure the class councils of
student government this past Feb
ruary, amending the number and
responsibilities of the positions.
There will now be one class
president, one class chaplain, and
five class representatives, making
a total of seven people on each
class council. This past year there
were 12 people on each council,
including class vice president,
secretary, treasurer, and five so
cial committee members.
Because there will be fewer
members on each class council,
every member will now serve on

the legislative branch of the Asso
ciated Student Council called the
voting council, providing more
representation for each academic
class. Previously, only the two
class representatives and class
president represented each class
on this council.
Class representatives and presi
dents will now also serve on the
social life committee due to this
amendment to the student-body
constitution, planning and host
ing events under the direction of
the vice president of social life.
Student body President Evan
Karg proposed the idea in Feb
ruary to the voting council after
observing that several positions
were no longer needed on the

class councils. •
® ‘The new structure will be a
way in which all student leaders
serving on the class council of
ASC can be actively involved,
included and a part of the pri
mary leadership development and
decision-making of the ASC,” he
said. “Through this restructuring,
a centralized group of students
can be effectively trained to lead
and be discipled for future leader
ship on ASC.”
Karg said the February vote
met the two-thirds necessary to
pass any amendment at Olivet.
Elections for the restructured
class councils start April 13. Stu
dents will get e-mails with a link
to an electronic ballot to vote.
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Benson healing from
motorcycle accident
►MELODY KENNELL
mkennell@otivet.edu

Former chaplain Michael Ben
son was in a motorcycle accident
on Tpesday, March 16. He suf
fered three broken ribs and a skull
fracture, according to The Daily
Journal.
The accident occurred when
another vehicle turned in front of
him at the intersection of Career
Center Road and - Indian Oaks

+| M
Emily Spunaugle (right) talks with Kate Mansfield as they tour the city of St. Louis
during a break in the Sigma Tau Delta convention.
photo bytim stephansen

ONU student to lead region in
international honor society
►JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@olivet.edu

Sophomore Emily Spunaugle
was elected the student represen
tative for the Midwestern region
of Sigma Tau Delta, the Interna
tional English Honor Society, on
Friday, March 19, at a convention
in St. Louis. .
Spunaugle is an English major
and this is her first year in Sigma
Tau Delta. She is the first student
representative from Olivet and, in
fact, the first Olivet student to run
for any office position, according
to Rebecca Belcher-Rankin, pro
fessor for the English and Mod
em Languages Department and
co-sponsor with professor Dave
Johnson of the Tau Theta Chap
ter.
In this position, Spunaugle will
represent Sigma Tau Delta chap
ters from Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Minnesota, • Missouri, Michi
gan and Wisconsin for one year.
At the end of her term, she can
choose to run for re-election if
she wishes to do so.
There are more than 700 chap-

ters worldwide and more than 120
Chapters in the Midwestemregion
alone, according to the organiza
tion’s Web site, english.org.
Spunaugle feels that her elec
tion was not that impressive be
cause there was only one other
candidate running against her.
Belcher-Rankin expressed a dif
ferent opinion, though.
“We are so proud of Emily and
grateful for what she will bring
to our organization,” BelcherRankin said. “It is quite a tribute
to Emily and her ability to standwith integrity and a great cam
paign speech to be elected over a
candidate that was from the home
school of the reigning regent (fac
ulty adviser for the region).”
Each chapter within the region
was permitted to cast one vote,
but Spunaugle said that not each
chapter was represented at the
election. Belcher-Rankin esti
mated that there were just over 70
chapters there.
Now that the election process is
completed, Spunaugle is starting
to work on the several tasks she.
must complete.

spT t’s a lot of extra work and
you aren’t getting a grade for it.
You aren’t getting paid for it, but
there are a lot of people who are
depending on you to get things
.done,” she said.
Spunaugle is responsible for
two newsletters and for attend
ing a board meeting in the fall for
the annual convention. Addition
ally, she said she might arrange a
secondary conference just for the
Midwestern region.
It is also her responsibility to
keep in touch with the other chap
ters in the region. This is done
mainly through each chapter’s
Facebook page.
f :{||hate Facebook, but I have to
start using it again,” Spunaugle
said.
Spunaugle’s leadership will
have direct benefits for Olivet as
welt.
“It means a great deal to us be
cause we will have the news and
trends quite early in the schedul
ing of filings. Also, her position
will bring name recognition (and
more) to our chapter,” BelcherRankin said.

Obama changes financial aid fo r Olivet
students w ith the stroke of a pen
►JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@olivet.edu

Olivet students could b e . re
ceiving additional grants Of up to
$5,550 next year due to the Health
Care and Education Reconcili
ation bill that President Barack
Obama signed into law Tuesday,
March 30.
Starting July 1, students will
begin receiving loans directly
from the government rather than
using a bank as the middleman,
according to Kathy Chaney at the
Chicago Defender Online, and
because of this, the government
has estimated a savings of $61
billion per year.
With the extra money, the gov
ernment will be able to increase
Pell Grants, a need-based grant
for undergraduate students, by

$36 billion.
“Thè rest will be used ,to re
duce federal debt,” according to ‘
U.S. Secretary of Education Arne
Duncan, as quoted by Patricia
Murphy from Politics Daily, an
online newspaper.
This year, 819 Olivet students
received a Pell Grant, according
to Greg Bruner, director of finan
cial aid at Olivet. Next year, he
estimated that 49 more students
would receive the grant because
the government is raising the Esti
mated Family Contribution num
ber. Before, students could only
receive the grant if their families
Could contribute less than $4,600
but now they can receive the grant
if their EFC is $5,300 or less.
“ On average, the grants at Ol
ivet this year were about $4,100,
with the maximum being $5,350.
Next year, the maximum will be

$5,550.
In 2009, the federal govern
ment appropriated about $20 bil
lion dollars for the Pell Grants,
according to'the U.S. Department
of Education. Bruner said the
government is now in discussion
about getting rid of appropria
tions and making the Pell Grants
an entitlement from the govern
ment. This means that each year
a set amount of money will be is
sued for the grants, rather than a
fluctuating number depending on
what the government decides for
that year.
“For a long time, our student
loan system has worked for banks
and financial institutions. Today,
we’re finally making our student
loan system work for students
and all of our families,” Obama
said as he signed the bill, accord
ing to Chaney.

Road in Bourbonnais.
Benson, who recently became
the director of university and
church relations for Indiana, said
he is doing well except for the
sore ribs. He said the head injury
has cleared up.
He expects to return to his of
fice hours in about two weeks.
“Thanks to all who have prayed
for us during this stretch and for;
the many notes of encouragement
we’ve received,” Benson said. .

New executive council
travels to Nashville
►JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@olivet.edu

The 2010-2011 Associated Stu
dent Council, executive members
have been selected. The 10 ex
ecutives are:
-Evan Karg, student body pres
ident
-Jordan Bergren, vice president
for spiritual life
-Grace Mantarian, vice presi
dent for student relations
-Shane Emaus, vice president
for finance
-Kyle Lowry, vice president for
social life
-Alex Ripberger, vice president
for Men’s Residential Life
-Kayla Rolling, vice president
for Women’s Residential Life
-Jerry Scheller, vice president
for publicity
-Sarah Zelhart; executive edi
tor, Aurora
-Jessica Cohea, executive edi
tor, GlimmerGlass
The ten members left Thurs
day, April $, for Nashville, Tenn.,
for the annual Nazarene Student
Leadership Conference. Eleven
schools from the United States
and one school from Canada are
represented annually at a host
school by the school’s student

councils. This year’s host was
Trevecca Nazarene University.
The conference is held to
“equip studgqt leaders and to
build healthy school pride,” Karg
said.
The weekend is full of informa-|i
tional workshops and sessions for
the leaders, as well as an election
for the Nazarene Student Leader
Association leaders; there is also
time for fun and games.
Karg ran for NSLA student cochair. The major responsibility of
this position would be to be a rep
resentative to the General Board
of the Church of the Nazarene
through the Education Commis
sioner, according to Karg. The
other positions available were
vice co-chair, secretary and trea■surer*of NSLA.
As an icebreaker for the week
end, the schools got together for a
dodgeball tournament.
Each student council dresses
up with a theme for the dodgeball competition. Olivet’s theme
was “Power Rangers.” Each color
Power Ranger was represented on
the team, as well as Rita, Zordon,
an Alpha Robot and a Putty mon
ster.
For more information on the
new executive members, see the
In-Depth section.

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, It 60914
815-929-1866-
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Hours:
Mon - Fri: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

C e n te r s

10% Discount
fqr students and faculty
University ID required
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!
We Fix Cars and Treat You Right!
Computer Diagnostics Engine,Transmission, General Maintenance _ a n d much more!

Special Rates on Towing Service
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash
Visit us on the web a t: www.tuffy.com

Alumni-owned and operated!

• This year, children with pre-existing conditions can no longer be
denied health-insurance coverage. Once the new health insurance
exchanges begin in the coming years, pre-existing condition
discrimination will become a thing of the past for everyone.
• This year, health care plans will allow young people to remain on their
parents' insurance policy up until their 26th birthday.
From March 17-21, 2010, Capitol Hill Gang, Pre-Law Society and
the International Justice Mission traveled to Washington, D.C., for
a fun and exciting five-day seminar. The groups were privileged to
receive a tour of Hie U.S. Capitol and meet with Robert Schenck, di
rector of Faith and Action in the nation’s capital. They also attended
and met with Wayne Barnard of International Justice Mission, di- •
rector of student ministries; toured various rooms inside the White
House; and saw John McCain, Robert Gibbs and the Chief Justice of
the Supreme Court, John Roberts. The goal: Spread political aware
ness and get people involved with the government and its many pro
cesses, have fim and learn as much as possible. We were able to see
the protesters and supporters of the health care bill and some even
got to sit in on the debate before the vote took place.
-By Brett Carmouche, president of the three clubs

ONU clubs travel to D.C.
during historic times
flfr RACHEL PHELPS
rphelps@olivet.edu

he trip to Washing
ton, D.C., this se
mester, in which I
was able to partake, was
a wonderful experience. I
had never been to D.C. be
fore this even though I have
wanted to for many years.
There were two specific
events during our trip that
were special to me. The
first was our tour of the
organization International
Justice Mission. I have al
ways felt God pushing me

T

in the direction of working
for social justice or human
rights. Over the past few
years I have taken a special
interest in the work of IJM
and Invisible Children and
would one day love to work
for either organization. The
fact that I was able to meet
some of the IJM employees
and speak to them about
a possible future within
the organization was well
worth the 12-hour drive.
The second, and probably
most memorable, event of
the trip was not on our itin
erary.
A friend of ours, Meagan

Robins, who is studying
in D.C. this semester, was
able to get Nikki Lamb,
Rose Zell, Mike Fiorenzo,
and me tickets to go sit
in on the House vote for
the health care bill. Even
though we were only able
to stay for about an hour,
the experience of seeing
how our government re
ally works was remarkable.
We Were able to be in D.C.
when history happened;
no bill has passed on this
grand of a scale since FDR
and his New Deal, and we
are able to say that we were
there watching it happen.

What is International
Ju stic e M ission?
Facts
According to their Web site, IJM
is “a human rights agency that se
cures justice for victims o f slavery,
sexual exploitation and other forms
o f violent oppression.”
IJM employs lawyers, investi
gators and aftercare professionals
who work with local governments
to rescue victims, prosecute offend
ers and strengthen communities.
This Christian nonprofit organi
zation was started in 1997 by Gary
Haugen, a lawyer at the U.S. De
partment o f Justice and the United
N ations’ investigator in charge in
the afterm ath o f the Rwandan geno
cide, according to ijm.org.

Numbers
There are currently 27 m il
lion men, women and chil
dren living in slavery. .
According to UNICEF, over 2
million children are exploited
in the sex trade each year.
IJM h^s 14 field offices in 10
countries.
IJM employs 335 staff mem
bers, and 90 percent are
nationals o f the country in
which they work.
The U.N. estimates that the
market value o f illicit human
trafficking is over $32 bil
lion.

ALL INFORMATION IS FROM IJM.ORG.

• This year, insurance companies will be banned from dropping people
from coverage when they get sick, and they will be banned from
implementing lifetime caps on coverage. This year, restrictive annual
limits on coverage will be banned for certain plans. Under healthinsurance reform, Americans will be ensured access to the care they
need.
• This year, adults who are uninsured because of pre-existing
conditions will have access to affordable insurance through a
temporary subsidized high-risk pool.
• In the next fiscal year, the bill increases funding for community health
centers, so they can treat nearly double the number of patients over
the next five years.
• This year, we'll also establish.an independent commission to
advise on how best to build the.health care workforce and increase
the number of nurses, doctors and other professionals to meet our
country's needs. Going forward, we will provide $1.5 billion in
funding to support the next generation of doctors, nurses and other
primary care practitioners - on top of a $500 million investment *
from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act.
• This year, discrimination based on salary will be outlawed. New
group health plans will be prohibited from establishing any eligibility
rules for health care coverage that discriminate in favor of higherwage employees.
• Beginning this fiscal year, this bill provides funding to states to heip
establish offices of health insurance consumer assistance in order to
help individuals in the process of filing complaints or appeals against
insurance companies.
• Starting Jan. 1, 2011, insurers in the individual and small group
market will be required to spend 80 percent of their premium dollars
on medical services. Insurers in the large group market will be
required to spend 85 percent of their premium dollars on medical
services. Any insurers who don't meet those thresholds will be
required to provide rebates to their policyholders.
• Starting in 2011, this bill helps states require insurance companies
to submit justification for requested premium increases. Any
company with excessive or unjustified premium increases may not be
able to participate in the new health insurance exchanges.

►MELODY KENNELL
mkennell@olivet.edu

eet SimMan. He talks,
cries^ blinks, sweats,
and breathes. Now meet
Noel. .She gives birth. They are
both made of plastic, wires, and
computer chips and live on hospi
tal beds in Wisner Hall.
SimMan and Noel are new sim
ulators added to the virtual learn
ing center in Olivet Nazarene
University’s nursing department.
Only nursing students and faculty
may access the VLC, which is
located in Wisner Hall. The VLC
includes a computer lab, several
rooms set up as hospital rooms,
and an open area complete with a
nurse’s station.
There are five simulators cur
rently in the VLC: two adults,
a baby, a child, and a birthing
mom and her infant. Though not
all of the simulators have the
same technological capacity, they
each have a computer that con
trols their actions. The computer
shows details like the simulator’s
EKG levels, pulse, oxygen satu
ration, and temperature. All of
these things can be adjusted to aid
in the scenario that the nursing
student must encounter.
During simulations nursing stu
dents must learn good judgment

M

skills and critical thinking. The
professor might program the sim
ulator to suddenly stop breathing
while the student is administering
medication. The student must de
cide how to handle the situation
as if it were real life. Just like
in the hospital, when faced with
a medical emergency, the nurse
must prioritize and make splitsecond decisions to save a life.
For each simulation, there are
five to seven students involved.
One student acts as a primary
nurse, sometimes with a second
nurse. There can also be a student
pretending to be a family member
of the patient and then there are
three or four students observing
the simulation. A professor usu
ally acts as the doctor.
After each exercise, the group
debriefs and talks about what
could have been done differently,
what went well, and what they
can learn from the experience.
Clinical settings don’t always
provide opportunities for nurs
ing students to completely act as
nurses, assistant nursing professor
Susan Day said. In a real hospital
with real patients, the professor
or regular nurse might step in
to handle certain situations. The
simulations allow the students to
have total control.
“In the simulated area, they are

the nurse,” Day said.
The simulators are as realis
tic as scientifically possible. The
problems that happen during a
simulation scenario are real-life
situations that students may face
in the hospital. Therefore, this is
how they practice and learn.
With the birthing mother simu
lator, students can run a whole la
bor and delivery scenario, includ
ing taking care of the newborn
right after the birth. Babies aren’t
always bom when students are at
the hospital, and not all mothers
want a student helping with the
delivery, so the simulation gives
students that experience.
¿w it gives us a taste of a lot of
different kinds of nursing,” said
senior Kelli Murphy, a level-four
nursing student.
Murphy|j:who works in the
VLC and runs simulations for
other students, said the VLC is a
serious environment but not one
that evokes high tension, so it al
lows for learning to take place.
Day agrees that the VLC provides
a safe environment for students to
learn and make mistakes.
“We can kill SimMan, but the
good thing is we have a learning
experience, and we can revive
SimMan,” Day said.
Going into the simulation exer
cise, a nursing student has no idea

The VLC contains a computer lab as well as a space for medical simulations.

When learning gets creative
►LUVERTA REAMES
lreames@olivet.edu

If students are going to devote
three-fourths of their time outside
of their home inside a particular
classroom facility, why not make
it a comfortable and enjoyable
time for them?
This is what is being done for
nursing students at Olivet with the
renovation of the virtual learning
center, rooms designed for handson training with the help of simu
lators to get students better ac
quainted with hospital procedures
and protocols.
Renovations include a new cur
tain, a mural, new upholstery for
the chairs, new lights and a new
couch. The original budget was
between $1,200 and $1,500, ac
cording to assistant nursing pro
fessor Susan Day.
The project began when Caitlin
Charles, a junior interior-design
student in the honors program,
needed to do an honors research
project. The nursing department
was looking for someone to up
date some of the things in the
VLC, and her adviser, family and
consumer science professor Di
ane Richardson, asked her to do

this task as a possible research
project.
“Initially, the nursing students
contacted Diane Richardson to
see if it could be offered as some
thing in the class as a group, but
there was no way in the curricu
lum for that so she asked me,”
Charles said.
Other students are involved
besides Charles, who reports to
Day but is the student in charge
of the project. Senior Alex Hassel is filming the project, sopho
more art major Krista Skelton
will paint the mural, and fashion
merchandising majors will sew
the curtain.
This interdisciplinary project
will benefit each student that par
ticipated in one way or another.
“We hope that (Hassel’s) tap
ing will be something Caitlin can
use for her resume, and (Has•sel) could use for his portfolio,”
Day said. “We also might have a
popcorn preview night where stul
dents could view the film.”
The Family and Consumer Sci
ence students are getting a project
credit for their service project in
volvement.
Work has already begun on the
project.

“We previously had a paint
ing party where nearly 30 stu
dents came, and we also include
the Physical Plant employees to
put our equipment up, our light
ing and help with curtains,” Day
said.
The team was unable to fin
ish by the original goal of spring
break but hopes to be done by the
end of the semester.
From the beginning, the project
has been focused on the nursing
students. Day sent an e-mail di
rectly to each level of the nursing
students to get their input on how
they wanted the facility to look.
“We set up student interviews
so that we would know what
nursing students wanted to see
in the room,” Charles said. “Alex
and I met to interview some of
the students, and he filmed their
responses so that we can actually
portray what they wanted.”
“For the nursing students, the
VLC is open when Wisner is
open,” Day said. “Whether the
students are in class, resting,
studying, or involved in group
activity, it just seemed like they
need a comfortable work environ
ment.”

The simulated man, or SimMan for short, is capable
of producing the same symptoms as a human. Nursing
students practice medical procedures on SimMan to
prepare for their future patients.
what is going to happen. Howev to practice nursing procedures,
er, he or she has already learned such as giving injections. After
about the procedures in a corre the initial donation, the Simula-®
sponding class and should know tors have been purchased through
grants. According to Day, one of
how to handle the situation.
The VLC was established in the wireless simulators could cost
2007 through a private donor. $70,000-$80,000. She believes
Before this, the nursing program the equipment is necessary for a
had a learning resource center , strong nursing department.
which included models called
“We could not function without
task trainers that allowed students [the VLC],” Day said.
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Meet your new
ASC who?
You may not hear a lot about
the Associated Student Council,

m

but every day they are work-,

üiàbÉ£

ing hard to make the Olivet
experience the best experi
ence possible. Almost every
student event is run through
this council: Ollies Follies, Tir
ger Championship Wrestling,
Winter Banquet. Recently the
student body elected three
new officials onto the A SC
staff and w e’d like you to get
to know them. After all, they
impact your life more than you
■

think.

■

2010-2011

Associated Student Council
Members:
Evan Karg

“ I am from middle of nowhere Indiana.”
■ •■ hat’s how Kyle would describe to you his small
hometown that goes by the name o f W inam ac (O r
I “W acam aw ”/ ”W acam ole” as* his friends refer to
it). He is a pastoral ministries major, which completely
surprises not only his friends, but him as w ell. Kyle was
previously between an undecided or a mass-communica
tions major. When asked about it, he’ll just reply, “That’s
just how G od rolls!”
He first thought about getting involved with ASC
because he was on his youth group’s council board in
high school and loved it. Last spring Austin Bender rec
ommended that Kyle join social committee during TCW
practice. This ye ar he heard that Shannon Battershell was
stepping down, and Evan Karg mentioned that he should
think about running for her position.
“At first I was like ‘No W ay!’ then after some thought
and prayer I realized this was something I was interested
in doing,” Kyle admits. “Once again, God is CRAZY!”

Student Body President

• Jordan Bergren
VP for Spiritual Life

G ra c e Mantarian
VP of Student Relations

Shane Emaus
VP of Finance

Kyle Lowry
VP of Social Life

Alex Ripberger
V P o fM R L

Kayla Rolling
VP of WRL

Kyle Lowry, left, with student body President Evan
Karg, who recommended that he run for the posi
tion of VP for Spiritual Life.

If you had a superpower, what would it be?

Jerry Scheller
VP for Publicity

Sarah Zelhart
Aurora Editor

Jessica Cohea
GlimmerGlass Editor

“ If I w ere to have a superpower it would be the a b ility to
control the growth of my hair. I could go months and months
without a haircut, and then whenever I wanted, im m ediately
grow a big beard and long hair and no one would be able
to recognize me!”

ASC Elects

►KRISTA SKELTON
kskelton@olivet.edu

Kayla Rolling
■^ ^ a y l a is a sophomore
|C
from Green Bay, Wis.,
■ I ^ .m ajoring in : dietetics ;
and double minoring in chem- i
istry and English. Kayla ran
for the position of VP of WRL
’ because she has a passion for
women and their lives. She
enjoys planning events that
are fun and involve everyone J
Kayla also feels G od has
• called her to lead girls into a
closer relationship to G od.

: single thing about the school.
She knew right away that this
is where G od wanted her to
be, and all the other schools !
she had in mind faded into
the distance. Kayla got an
opportunity for a scholarship, '
and that sealed the deal. She
fell in love with the people
and the campus and officially became an Olivetian.
Kayla knows that the cur
rent VP of WRL, Amanda

“1 feel every woman de
serves to be loved and ac

Sifms, has left some really
big shoes to fill, but she is up

knowledged by others," she
said. “To achieve confidence,
inner strength, and to be giv
en the opportunities and tools
needed to become the woman
G od has designed her to be.”

for the challenge. She feels
honored to take on what she.
is leaving behind.

A , Kayla says she came to
Olivet in a very random way.
She had her sights set on a
school that was far away, all
the way on the West Coast.
However, knowing she wanted
a Christian education, she vis
ited Olivet without knowing a

“I definitely want to keep
events that students enjoy such
as Mr. ONU and Leading La
dies Luncheon," Kayla said.
“As many of you already know,
1 have a theme for next year
concerning the inner spiritual,
beauty of women. I am go
ing to keep this theme in mind
when planning events."
.

If you had a superpower, what would it be?
“Mind reading. I hate to admit it, but
I’m kind of nosy.”

What’s your funniest memory here at
Olivet?

SUBMITTED PICTURES

Above: Kayla with her three siblings, Josh, Jacob and Jordan in
South Carolina. Top right: Kayla in the Swiss Alps.
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Alex
Ripberger

lex is from Danville, Indiana!!
He’s been in the N azarene
Church most of his life, and his
church is in the O livet region, so
with a lot of encouragement from
his parents he decided to come to
O livet. He absolutely loves it here.

S

A lex just switched his major for
the third time and is now majoring
in philosophy and religion. He de
cided to run for VP of MRL because
he felt called to p lay a part in the
lives of men on campus.

“W hen I was the down in the sophomore haunted
house. It was seriously hilarious seeing girls scream
and refuse to come into the haunted house because
they w ere so scared of me.”

“ O livet has been a g réât exp eri
ence for me so fa r.” A lex said . “And
I want to help other guys on campus
to have the same experience.”
A lex is hoping to bring some new
events to MRL. He has even thought
about having a huge N erf W ar! But
A lex knows it’s all about the guys.
“ For a larg e p art, I want to find
out what other guys on campus
would like to do," he said. “ Because

1 know what might be fun
me isn’t going to be fun for
everyone, so I’m re a lly going
to be relying on the voice of
the students as fa r as change
is concerned.”

If you had a superpower, what
would it be?
“I love superheroes, so it’s hard
for me to be sure, but I think I’d
go with flying. I hate
walk everyw here.”

ONU hears stories from
the streets of Chicago
►RACHEL KEARNEY
rkearney@olivet.edu

Calvin was a homeless man
living in Chicago. He hadn’t
lived the best life when Doug Van
Ramshorst of Emmaus Ministries
met him. In fact, it was worse
than that: Calvin was a male pros
titute.
That didn’t matter to Van Ram
shorst, who looked on Calvin
with love, just as Jesus saw him.
Over the next few years, he de
veloped a friendship with Cal
vin when he ran into him on the
street late at night or when Calvin
came to Emmaus’ shelter, where
they would provide him with a
shower, food, work and love. Van
Ramshorst saw. Calvin grow and
live life more fully.
But upon returning from his
honeymoon, Van Ramshorst was
told that Calvin had died. Van
Ramshorst wept for days.
“Sometimes Emmaus is a place
for men to come and die with dig
nity,” Van Ramshorst said.
Emmaus Ministries is an out
reach ministry to male prostitutes

>TIMOTHY BLAKE

tblake@olivet.edu
f I thunderstorm met his
I judgment day - and
J L lost.
Or to translate, ONU sopho
more Mike Barkley (Judgment
Day) defeated senior Josh
Tomstrom (Thunderstorm) for
the championship belt of Tiger
Championship Wrestling on
March 20.
Barkley fought hard for his
victory, winning soon after
Tomstrom took a Mountain
Dew break, assuming he had
the win at hand.
The defeat was the peak
of TCW, which regularly at
tracts 700 to 800 people and
thus ranks as one of the most
popular events of the- year by
attendance. This year, the at
tendance was no different, with
Chalfant Hall foil of people.
Men’s
Residential Life
puts together the event. MRL
President Dallas Tharp said
his favorite part came after the
matches.
“My own personal favorite
moment is seeing the wres
tlers after their match,” he said.
“The hype of the crowd makes
that match so much bigger than
you could ever imagine, and to
see a wrestler after a match is
just the best - to see the look on
their face, knowing they put on
a great show.”

Sophomore Mike
Barkley takes
home the belt as
this year’s champ.

in Chicago. According to an ar
ticle that appeared in Focus on
the Family’s Citizen magazine,
Emmaus is likely the only minis
try dedicated to “helping men in
sexual exploitation,”
Andi and A1 Tauber of Em
maus travel around the Chicago
area to perform “Stories from
the Streets,” sharing the stories
of male prostitutes the ministry
has encountered through original
monologues and music.
Olivet’s Save Our Streets min
istry teamed up with Emmaus
Ministries to present “Stories
from the Streets” to a large crowd
of Olivet students at the Warming
House on March 26.
SOS invited the Taubers to
return after a “Stories from the
Streets” event at Higher Grounds
in the fall. Though SOS didn’t
schedule the first “Stories from
the Streets,” the student group
was allowed to “paste” its name
to the event, SOS leader Jorden
Satterwhite said. SOS then devel
oped a close relationship with the
Taubers.
SOS is a homeless ministry

at Olivet. Its mission is to share
the gospel with people consid
ered outcasts by society, Satter
white said. Though SOS doesn’t
actually meet like other clubs,
members go to a local homeless
shelter called Gift of God every
Thursday.
“God has used the students of
SOS to provide hope and love to
some veiy lost and hurt men who
are struggling to simply believe
in themselves,” Satterwhite said.
“I have seen these men grow and
find hope in themselves simply
because one of our students loved
those men into it.’jp |
Around 30 students go with
- SOS to Gift of God every week.
They meet in the Red Room at
5:15 p.m. and then leave the shel
ter at around 7:45 p.m.
SOS will be sponsoring Home
less Week during the week of
April 12. Participating students
will not be allowed in the dorms
and will eat whatever leftover
food they can find. An informa
tional meeting was held on April
7 for students interested in par
ticipating.

GlimmerGlass staff takes
home nine awards at ICPA
"I was very pleased with how we did. I wanted to do as well or better than
we did last year. We got a couple first place awards, which was exciting."
- Melody Kennell, GlimmerGlass executive editor
►MEAGAN RAMSAY
mramsayl@olivet.edu

Sophomore Alex
Ripberger and
theology professor
Leon Blanchette
team up against
their opponents.

Sophomore Michael Bishop prepares to pounce on
disoriented senior David Scherer, (inset) Kelley
Handers, also known as sophomore Kyle Lowry,
gives the crowd the play-by-play.
PHOTOS BY CASSIDY LANCASTER
GRAPHICCOURTESYOFCCACSPORTS.COM !

The Illinois College Press
, Association reaffirmed the im
provements the GlimmerGlass
has made over the past couple of
years as the newspaper won nine
awards at the Feb. 19 and 20 con
vention in Chicago.
Executive editor Melody Ken
nell said the GlimmerGlass re
ceived seven or eight awards last
year, and only one or two the year
before.
“I was veiy pleased with how
we did. I wanted to do as well or
better than we did last year,” she
said. “We got a couple first place
awards, which was exciting.”
Jay Martinson, GlimmerGlass
adviser and chairman of the com
munication department, said, “It’s
one thing for me as their adviser
or their friends to tell them the pa
per looks great. It means so much
more for an unbiased statewide
journalism organization to look
at our paper and essentially say,
‘This is outstanding!”’
The awards were given as part
of the 28th annual ICPA conven
tion to honor the work of student
journalists in 2009. Participat
ing schools provide the votes;
however, the GlimmerGlass staff
chooses npt to participate in the
voting.
The GlimmerGlass won awards
in the non-daily distribution cat
egory for colleges whose circula
tion is less than 4,000. Olivet’s
student newspaper competed
against schools such as Augustana
College, Benedictine University,

Millikin University, and Wheaton
College, who were also in this
category.
Assistant
editor Matthew
Cawvey earned two first place
awards - one for a news story
and one for headline writing.
He co-won the headline award
with Student Life section editor
Cathy Schutt. The headline read:
“What’s your beef? Student food
panel to reappear on campus.!
Cawvey was especially surprised
at winning in this category be
cause Schutt was the one who had
written the headline.
“I didn’t actually write the
headline, but I guess if I hadn’t
written the story, the headline
wouldn’t have been written,1|
Cawvey said.
Freshman staffwriter Kim Kratz
was also surprised with winning
an honorable mention for a sports
story about the ONU volleyball
event “Dig Pink.” She said she
was not expecting to earn honor
able mention, especially now that
she has changed her major from
journalism to psychology.
“It made me really rethink not
doing journalism anymore,” she
said.
Martinson credits the success of
the GlimmerGlass to the team ef
fort of staff members and to Ken
nell for trusting the staff to work
within their strengths, resulting in
a strong paper.
“The paper is such a group ef
fort,” Kennell responded||‘It all
comes together so well, and there
is a lot of communication. The
staff members are good at helping
each other.”

AW ARDS
W O N IN 2010
1st place News story:
M atthew Caw vey
H eadline w riting:
M atthew CaWvey,
Cathy Schutt

P1ace Sports feature story:
Andi M cCann

Honorable
mention Sports news story:
M ichael Vanderhei,
C laudia Voicu
Front page layout:
Jessica Cohea,
M atthew Caw vey, .
M elody Kennell,
Katherine U fkin ,
Feature page design:
Kelly Holcom b,
M elody Kennell
Feature story:
M elody Kennell
Sports page design:
M ichael Vanderhei;
M atthew Caw vey,
M elody Kennell
Sports game story:
Kim Kratz

A personal reflection on a recent trip to Switzerland and Germany
►POLPHY BISWAS
dbiswas@olivet.edu

A-journey of life which began
on a crisp cold November morn
ing of 1987 has gone through
mountains and valleys like the
Swiss Alps. This journey taught
me to trust and obey God, wheth*^
. er I was on the mountain or in the
valley.
, - E
<p ¿fejk'v - ri% '
Recently, I was appointed as
fmrnîm.1
the Nazarene Youth International
India field representative. For our
first Eurasia NYI council meeting
mm
we met in Busingen, Switzerland.
I flew into Zurich on March 25,
after an eight-and-a-half-hour
flight from Chicago O’Hare.
Since we were waiting for a few
more people to arrive from all
over Europe to Zurich we had a
. few hours before we had to head
■
H
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i-back to the airport again.
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Being in the land o f choco
lates and cheese our first instinct
*\ •
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on that rainy day was to visit the
Lindt chocolate factory. I also got
to walk the streets of Zurich. It
was amazing to see stone covered
On Palm Sunday it was* a privis able to feel His gentleness in the
streets and experience the Swiss lege for us to be able to make a
light air that touched me, almost
culture on the street comers.
trip from Switzerland to Austria. telling me to realize how great is
For the rest of the week my We had a typical German picnic
His creation and how perfect is
home was in the guest room of the by Lake Constant with the Alps
His plan for me and my life. In
girl’s dorm in European Nazarene in the background. Next we went
that moment I realized how won
College. It is in a small village hiking a little on the Alps and
derful it was to just trust Him and
called Busingen on the border of were able to have a small snow
not question Him.
Germany and Switzerland. It is fight.
Once in Germany for the Eas
also in the village where the Eur
A spectacular sight in Switzer-gj ter weekend .1 was able to visit
asia regional office for the Church 7 land that made my heart rejoice
Heidelberg and see some of the
of the Nazarene is located.
and be able to feel the beauty of university campus as well as see
Apart from making plans and creation was the Rhine Falls and
the Heidelberg Castle. On Good
discussing agendas for NYI for the Rhine river. This showed me
Friday after attending a German
the next three years, we were able how powerful my God was and
service we went to Frankfurt for
to cross the border to Germany, how perfect and wonderful is
the day. I was able to see the city
almost every evening to either eat His creation. On one hand when
center, the cathedral and was also
a meal or go shopping for more the Rhine Falls showed me the
able to witness the Good Fri
Lindt chocolates. During my time mighty side of God, I was able
day service in the cathedral. My
there I was able to eat some au to see the calm and gentle side
next trip was to Wartburg Castle,
thentic Arabic, Asian, German of Him in the green pastures and
Eisenach to see the place in which
and Swiss food.
meadows of Switzerland. I was St. Elizabeth stayed and also the
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PHOTOS SUBMITTED BY DOLPHY BISWAS

Clockwise from left: Laid on the stretch bench in Ron
neburg Castle in Hesse, Germany; On top of a mountain
in the Alps in Austria; The room and the table, chair and
footstool used by Martin Luther when he translated the
New Testament into German in the Wartburg Castle in
Eisenach, former East Germany.
room where Martin Luther trans to view the same table and chair
lated the New Testament into and the room in which Martin LuGerman. On our way from Geln- ther had been.
hausen (where I stayed with my
Throughout this trip, history
host family) to Wartburg some almost came alive even as I lay
thing that amazed me was the on the stretch bench in the RonGerman driving speed. On aver neburg Castle in Hesse, Germany!
age we were driving at 120 miles The things that I read about wars
per hour.
and castles in history books all
Another interesting stop • that these years were coming alive for
we made on our way to Wart me through this trip. It was amaz
burg Was on the former border ing to look back and see how God
of West and East Germany._I was had picked a 4-foot-9-inch girl
able to see the watchtowers used • from Kolkata, India, and took
at the border. It almost made his her through the journey to Olivet
tory come true for me. The places and then to a trip of Europe and is
where once tanks rolled and peo still trying to show her His won
ple fought for freedom was the derful plans. Life is filled with
same place where I was standing. mountains and valleys, but once
Once in Wartburg I was able to you cross them you get to see the
get a guided tour in English of a beauty of life that is open for ad
castle and as a highlight was able venture and exploration.

Luminate fails to bring new
changes in Christian music
►NICOLE BRENNAN
nbrennan@olivet.edu

It is hard for me to critique
Christian-music because I do
not like to comment oh lyrics.
Most lyrics are genuine and
honest, as is the case with Lu- j
minatc, who just released their
self-titled, six-song EP on
March 23. My musical judg
ment then falls to the sound of
the band.
Luminate claims they have a
unique sound: a mix of “Brit
ish rock and modem Worship,”
;according to the band’s MySpace. Unfortunately, Lumi
nate’s sound is not their own.
Every ‘other punkAvorship
band sounds just like them.
They have nothing unique

about them. The band’s said influ “Fearlessly,” love is worshipped
ences are U2, The Fray, Switch- and held in the highest regard.
foot and The Killers, but Elimi All the songs say is to love one
nate ends up sounding like they another, everything will be solved
just came from playing a concert with love, Jesus is love, etc. For
at Higher Grounds. They have that message, listen to Michael
nothing special about them.
Gungor’s “God Is Not a Man.”
That is -not to say that Lumi It is a funnier, happier song with
nate does not have some value in the same message, but sung with
the music scene. Their lead song, a clearer voice.
“Shine (Love is an Action),” has
I do enjoy the timbre of the lead
a great message, but is more of a .singer’s voice (Sam Hancock) but
background song than a break-out that gritty, rough, forceful breath
hit. It has nice enough lyrics, but is too overdone. To go into fur
is just a song you would hum to in ther detail about the percussion or
the car. It is not a song that would guitars would be pointless. They
make you step back and think,
sound the same as everybody else
• What is not surprising is that all with no defining feature.
the songs sound alike. Not only
I hate to condemn a band for all
do the songs all sound the same, eternity, but my prediction is that
they have the same message: Luminate will be a one-hit won
love. From the opening track, der, a very common and sad fate.
“Spirit of Love,*” to the last song,

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.MUSICREMEDY.COM

Luminate is a pop/rock band from Tyler, Texas.
Their self-titled album is released on Sparrow Re
cords.

►DANIEL SCHINDEL
dschinde@olivet.edu

“How to Train Your Dragon”
does not have a cast packed with
huge-name movie stars; the voic
es you’re most likely to recognize
are Gerard Butler, Christopher
Mintz-Plasse, and maybe Craig
Ferguson if you watch his show
for some reason' The film does
not feature pop songs in its sound
track (there is one song by Sigur
Ros member Jonsi, in case that
interests you). There are no pop
culture jokes, or many pop culture
references overall. All of these are
good points, but in the end they
amount to just a few steps above
the average DreamWorks film, in®
stead of rising to true greatness.
The film takes place in the
vaguely Norse settihg of Berk, an
island embroiled in a war between
its two chief inhabitants: Vikings
and dragons. Our protagonist is
Hiccup (voiced by Jay Baruchel),
son of Stoick the-Vast (Butler), the
chief of his village. As his name
suggests, Hiccup is somewhat
less than the Viking ideal of burliness and masculinity; he’d rather
use a complicated contraption
than a battle-axe any day. Hop
ing to prove himself, he sets .out
to slay a dragon on his own and
manages to capture one. How
ever, Hiccup can’t bring himself
to kill the beast, which has been
injured by his fall and is unable to

fly. Instead, he brings food to the
dragon, which he names Tooth
less, and works to fashion a de
vice to let it fly again. Over tim e!
the two form a close bond, and
Hiccup learns that many of the as
sumptions the Vikings have about
the dragons are wrong.
There is one thing I have to give
full props to this film for: the vi
suals. The animation is great, and
the world brought to life here is
spectacular. The design draws on
traditional Nordic art for the Vi
kings, while the various varieties
of dragons are each unique and
easily identifiable from one an
other. But it really kicks into high
gear during the- flight sequences.
They are absolutely breathtaking,
and in 3D they look even better.
If you must see this movie, see
it now in the theater, in 3D. I’d
say in all seriousness that the film
looks even better than “Avatar.’H
But for all that the movie does
right, it comes up short where it
counts the most: the stoiy and the
characters. This film is essentially
plotless; most of the running time
follows Hiccup and Toothless
bonding, but with nothing really
•motivating them to pursue any
sort of goal. It’s poorly paced as
well; you feel as though you’re
seeing a lengthy montage of thendevelopment, rather than getting
into the real details of why they
come closer together. And when
all’s said and done, their whole

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.SCREENINGLOG.COM

“How to Train Your Dragon” remains an average DreamWorks film and fails to at
tain greatness although it has good visual elements.
relationship is just a cliched “a
boy-and-his-pet” routine. Near
the end, things actually start to
happen, and there’s some cool
payoff of stuff that’s been set up
before, but it doesn’t reaHy earn
those forty-five minutes or so of
stasis.
You can sort of think of Dream
Works as the younger, cruder,
less intelligent sibling of Pixar.
In recent years, the studio seems
to have picked up on some of the
things that make their competitor

so successful and critically ac
claimed, and their films have im-1
proved overall, as a result. But for
every “Kung Fu Panda” (which
I was honestly surprised by how
much I liked), there’s a “Madagas
car 2,” and this year both a Shrek
film and something called “Mega
mind” are coming, both of which
look far more like conventional
DreamWorks fare. Anyway, for
now, if you’re looking for some
great eye candy and are satisfied

with competent, if unremarkable
storytelling, then I wouldn’t try to
stop you from seeing this film. It’s
sort of a benchmark for “decent”
family films, rather than the gold
standard set by Pixar.
Rating: 6 out of 10
f^:“How to Train Your Dragon”
is currently playing at the Para
mount. It is rated PG.

Students build spring play
‘Glass Menagerie’ features students acting, building set and mor<
and thoughtful sto
sto- "There
" T h p rp were
w p rp definitely
H p fin itp lv times
tim p c II thought
th m in h t II
sege outtine
putting the
the anvthina.”
anything,”Sokarda
Sokardasaid.
said.
ry of self-discovery
set together and
The complexity of the play
and the importance would throw in the towel on directing, but
practicing . per and the time constraint to put the
For the spring play March 25- of
impressions. when it was all said and done, I was remind
formance block production together added its fair
27, multitasking was no small feat One of the charac
ing was only the amount of stress.
for a few ambitious Olivet actors: ters, the daughter ed that all the preparations and stress were
beginning. The
‘‘There were definitely times I
The students of the small cast not of a former, debu worth it tenfold."
actors
still
had
thought
I would throw in the tow
.
only acted but also directed, pro tante, stays indoors
countless pages el on directing, but when it was
duced, publicized, designed and fearing how the
- Rowan Woolsey, senior of monologue to all said and done, I was reminded
built the set and costumes.
world perceives her
memorize."
that all the preparations and stress
The spring play was student led uniqueness.
The
Junior Kristine were worth it tenfold,” Woolsey
and performed. Each year, a stu glass menagerie is
Sokarda did cos said. “I can’t wait for the next op
dent is chosen by Olivet’s theater the collection of trinkets that oc our lives leaves (an) impression tume design and hair and makeup portunity.”
club, Green Room, to direct the cupy her endless time in her small and how we leave an impression for the performances. Her.greatest
Woolsey believes that the play
•spring play. This year’s choice, apartment.
(on) theirs,” Sparks said.
task, however, was to memorize had a significant turnout and was
senior Rowan WoolseyJBhandJunior producer Christian
Sparks worked with set builder her character’s lines. Sokarda had a success.
picked “The Glass Menagerie” by Sparks knew exactly how she Brad Sytsma, who also played 13 monologues and around two
“We had brilliant audiences and
the first week of the school year.
wanted the play to reach its audi Tom Wingfield; Zarah Miller, one minutes each in length, which great shows,” she said. “I think
“It’s been a mad rush from ences.
of the two producers; and Olivet took her nearly three weeks that this experience was absolute
there,” she said.
“I hope that the audience left graduate Kenneth Delaney, who straight to memorize.
ly priceless.”
“The Glass Menagerie,” by Ten-1 with a sense of just how fragile is no stranger to Kresge’-s stage.
“That is a long time for any
nessee Williams, is a tear-jerking life can be, how each person in
The long hours spent in Kres- character to be rambling about
►KELLY HOLCOMB

kholcom l@ olivet.edu

the senior art exhibition of katherin.e ufkin
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Tiger Tracks 5K rolls around
Students and staff plan
to walk and run their way
into healthier lifestyles

►GEOFF FULLER
gfuller@olivet.edu

he time has come for the
Tiger Tracks 5K. The race
will take place on Satur
day, April 10th at 8:30. a.m. in
front of Ludwig.
The Tiger Tracks 5k is being
put on by the Health Services to
show support and gain awareness
for the importance of a healthy
lifestyle and nutritional eating
habits. The race will be 3.1 miles
and will take place on the Olivet
campus.
The race is available to all
■students, staff, faculty and fam
ily members of Olivet Nazarene
University employees. The en
trance fee is $10 for adults and
$5 for students. All participants
who wish to run or walk in the
5K must be registered prior to the
event through Health Services.
The turnout last year was be
tween 250 and 300 people and is
expected to be similar this year, if
not greater.
The Tiger Tracks 5K in 2009
included a competition between
department professors but 2010
will not include this feature.
However, professors and staff are
still participating in the 5K, run
ning or walking with their fellow

T

co-workers and students.
The Tiger Tracks 5K is popular
for runners since it offers a chal
lenge for both novices and the
well-trained. The race demands
a great deal of endurance as well
as speed. Runners are advised
• to train well and hydrate for the
race.
The race will start in front of
Ludwig, go behind the Warming
House, turn to the Grand Apart
ments, cover streets in the neigh
borhood behind the Grand Apart
ments, and then come back to
Ludwig for the finish.
There is a post-race breakfast
available for both participants and
spectators. However, spectators
are asked to purchase their meals;
cost will be $2.50 for faculty and
staff and $4 for other adults.
There are T-shirts for the partici
pants again this year but due to
budget concerns, there won’t be
medallions for the participants.
Participants in the race can still
have the reward of self-accom
plishment and knowing they ran
the 5K.
.

ONU athlete: Chelsea Hays

PH OTO SUBM ITTED BY CHELSEA HAYS

O livet w o m en ’s te n n is
p laye r C h e lse a H ays.
►ALY GIBSON
agibson 1@olivet.edu

The neon green ball floated
through the air, landing far past
the net onto the opponent’s court,
causing her swing to beam the
ball back into the net. The score
climbed higher as Chelsea Hays,
a freshman on Olivet Nazarene
University’s women’s tennis
team, racked up another win for
herself and her team.
But where did it all begin?
For Hays, her interest in sports
began at a young age. She played
different seasonal sports grow
ing up in Godfrey, 111., enjoying

the thrill of competition against
other kids and true athleticism.
Yet her start in tennis came a little
later than most avid players of the
game.
“I actually got a late start,”
Hays said. “I have always played
sports growing up and this was
another I could add to the list.”
So Hays did just that. She be
gan forming her skill and tech
nique in the game in junior high,
using the sport of tennis as more
of a recreational pastime between
school and friends, playing pick
up games with her father,
grl started playing tennis my
eighth-grade year, just hitting
around with my dad,” Hays said.
It was the “just hitting around”
that sparked the true interest for
Hays to want to compete against
other tennis players, adding to a
team effort during a regulation
season.
So when her freshman year of
high school rolled around, she
joined her Alton High School
tennis team and began compet
ing. Her team play in high school
eventually lead to a third team
All-Conference for doubles in
her 2007 season and second team
All-Conference in 2008. Her se
nior year teammates also voted
her team captain, a position many
players feel honored to receive.
But Hays credits one specific
family member with her interest
and love for the game of tennis.

“My dad was definitely the per
son who influenced me to play,”
Hays said. “When I started play
ing, I just loved the sport.”
But her love of the sport did
not come without a little struggles
hard work and determination.
In the eighth grade, Hays tore
her rotator cuff doing a backhand
spring, which sidelined her in the
other sports she was involved in,
including tennis.
“That definitely was a factor
for throwing a softball or serving
the tennis ball," Hays said.
But even though her physical
injury fully healed and allowed
her back on the courts, she still
had to work through mental chal-|
lenges that the game served up.
Again, her father became a
voice of influence and advice
when she found herself facing a
particularly tough match or strug
gle with the game itself.
“My dad always told me to
take it one point at a time and not
to think about previous points,
because you can’t change what
already happened,” Hays said.
“Overcoming obstacles has been a
big part of playing in high school
and college.”
But with great struggle comes
great rewards. Hays can remem
ber a specific experience that felt
most rewarding to her tennis ca
reer and her personal life.
“Two summers ago, I taught
tennis at a ’swim club in my

town. I was teaching an 8-yearold how to serve and she was get
ting so discouraged but she finally
got it,” Hays said. “I love helping
kids learn the game of tennis. ...
That in itself is rewarding.”
That experience,’along with her
dad’s advice, helped her reach
collegiate-level tennis at Olivet
Nazarene University, a place that
allowed her to pair the sport she
loved with her strong Christian
faith.
Hays was recruited to play for
ONU’s women’s tennis team, but
she also loved that she would be
a part of a strong Christian envi
ronment and that Olivet offered
her mass-communications major

with a focus in television and vid
eo production and film studies.
S T grew up in a Christian home
and firmly believe God gives
me the strength to play,” Hays
said. “It is awesome to be able to
play collegiate tennis in a Chris
tian atmosphere.”
As Hays continues to compete
on Olivet’s women’s tennis team,
she also hopes to further her edu
cation and keep plugging away at
her communications major.
“As far as tennis goes, it is a
life-long game and I plan on con-ï
tinuing to play,” Hays said. “I’m
excited to see what God has in
store for me.”

Joe's Automotive Inc.
Car running rough?
Check Engine light on?
See
CestWed

Larry Nottke
Electrical Specialist

937-9281
560 S. Washington, Kankakee

ONU football player aims high
Lukas Burr selected to play for professional league after graduation
►TYREZE TAYLOR

next level of college football.
From freshman to senior year,
ttaylor4@ olivet.edu
he was always recognized as the
top player on his team, averaging
an accumulative 32 tackles per
ut of the many talented season, making All-Defensive
athletes Olivet Nazarene First Team award in his confer
University boasts in all ence three consecutive years and
their sports offered, they have Lu a Defensive Line MVP his senior
kas Burr; a two-time selected All- season.
Conference'athlete and a selected
Burr has achieved so much
All-American his senior year,
that his accomplishments have
Upon his graduation, this ath granted him a spot at the Kansas
lete has been chosen to not only NAIA Senior Classic, a presti
participate in the NAIA all-star gious game for college football
game, but he has also been se seniors. The Senior Classic game
lected to start a professional ca will take place April 24 in Salina,
reer overseas for the Grizzlies of Kansas.
Bern, Switzerland.
Some of his fellow teammates
Before coming to Olivet, Burr were quite pleased with the good
was a hard worker, growing up in news.
a country-farm town of Washing
“I think it is good to hear some
ton Court House, Ohio. He. had one from Olivet is going to the
two people pushing him to be all-star game despite last year’s
come a hard worker, his parents, record,” freshman player DemJohn and Jodean Burr.
etruis Brown said.
“My parents always pushed me
For the senior, who is soon to
in everything I did,” Burr said. graduate with a degree in criminal
“Whether it was doing chores on justice, this has been a very good
the farm or practicing on the foot career for the young student and
ball field, I knew I had to always athlete.
be the best ever at what I did.”
He talks about his love of foot
When arriving at Olivet’s foot ball often, but mentions that, with
ball team, he made sure he carried his major, “if football never came
the attitude of hard work to the through, I always wanted to be a
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member of the S.W.A.T team.”
His passion for football and his
inherent love of the game also
allowed him to achieve another
milestone in his life.
Burr has been chosen to play
and compete for a team in Swit
zerland called the Bern Grizzlies.
The Grizzlies are a professional
team that has won four national
titles over the last two decades.
This is a dream come true for
Burr, as his goal has always been
to play at the top level.
“My dream has always been to
have a definite future in playing
football,” Burr said. “When the
overseas season is done, I will try
to join the NFL in July.”
Burr also mentions that beyond
football, he has other people who
have inspired him: both old and
new football coaches for Olivet.
“Throughout my college ca
reer, I had a lot of respect for both
coach Newsome for bringing me
here and Coach Lee during my
senior year,” Burr said.
Some of his teammates were
also proud.
“Because of his hard work over
the years, the opportunity is well
deserved to a longtime friend,”
senior Matt Buller said.

Senior football player Lukas Burr majors in criminal
justice at Olivet Nazarene University.

Black Penguins bring back a win
other teams in Oxford, Ohio, on
March 27-28.
The Division 3 team took 5th
, out of 20 teams, losing to two Di
vision 1 teams.
The Black Penguins now stand
l|0-2, with one more tournament
again in Naperville before regionals. If the team does well, they
could advance to regionals and
possibly have a chance to go to

The ultimate frisbee team, the Black Penguins, pose for a photo after a particularly
muddy tournament in Marchai
photo courtesy of abby bentle

►RACHEL KEARNEY
rkearney@olivet.edu

For the first time, Olivet can
now say that they have an Ulti
mate Frisbee club team.
The Black Penguins team was
organized by sophomore Ryan
Logan, whose brother organized a
similar team at Wheaton College.
Logan often now brings sug
gestions for organization and play
to the team from his brother. Ac
cording to team member, senior
Kyan Glenn, this gives the team
an edge.
“We are years ahead in terms of
organization of where we should
be as a first year startup,” Glenn
said, “This organization has al
lowed us to put a team on the field

that works very well together,
maximizing our potential.”
Though they haven’t been of
ficially recognized by ASC, the
Black Penguins are recognized
by the Ultimate Players Associa
tion, the national Ultimate Fris
bee governing body.
The Black Penguins practice al
most everyday on the field behind
Wisner Hall. The 16 members of
the team play intramural Ultimate
Frisbee as well, but they deliber-g
ately were all separated in order
to help create more even teams.
The Black Penguins have
bonded throughout the season,
Glenn said. While they are very
competitive, the guys have fun
with each other.
?' “We have brothers on the field
with us,” Glenn said. “There have

been so many shared experiences
between us that I would not trade
for anything.”
According to Glenn, the Black
Penguins have participated in two
tournaments thus far.
The first tournament took place
in Naperville on March 20 and
21.

“We fully expected to lose all
our matches since it was our first
competition,” Glenn said. “How
ever, we won all four of our games
the first day!”
Glenn said that due to the poor
field conditions and cold weather,
the games on the second day of
the tournament were canceled.
But this gave the Black Penguins
a 4-0 start in their first season.
In the second tournament, the
Black Penguins competed against

The national tournament,
a Making nationals is a illegiti
mate” possibility, Glenn said.
pBTt won’t be easy, and nothing
is guaranteed, but we are right
there with our competition on our
section,” he said.
The next tournament in Naper
ville is April 17-18. Olivet fans
are welcome to go cheer on the
Black Penguins, Glenn said.

BOXES TO B U SE S
«A G E

■

TWO LOCATIONS

575 Larry Power Rd., Bourbonnais
(815) 933-6200
AND

1847-B Armour Rd, Bourbonnais
(815)933-6200

Olivet Summer Special
Pre-Pay 3 months, get 4th month free,
plus 1 day’s free truck use for move-in day
Must be 21 to use truck
www.boxestobUses.com

